In this paper we continue the study of conditional Markov chains (CMCs) with finite state spaces, that we initiated in Bielecki, Jakubowski and Nieweglowski (2015). Here, we turn our attention to the study of Markov consistency and Markov copulae with regard to CMCs, and thus we follow up on the study of Markov consistency and Markov copulae for ordinary Markov chains that we presented in Bielecki, Jakubowski and Nieweglowski (2013).
Introduction
In this paper we continue the study of conditional Markov chains (CMCs) with finite state spaces, that we initiated in Bielecki, Jakubowski and Niewęgłowski [9] and continued in [8] .
Here, we turn our attention to the study of Markov consistency and Markov copulae with regard to CMCs,which are doubly stochastic Markov chains (DSMC) and thus we follow up on the study of Markov consistency and Markov copulae for ordinary Markov chains that we presented in Bielecki, Jakubowski and Niewęgłowski [7] . The concepts of Markov consistency and Markov copulae were developed in the context of the problem of modeling of multivariate stochastic processes in such a way that distributional laws of the univariate components of a multivariate process agree with given, predetermined laws (cf. Bielecki, Vidozzi and Vidozzi [12] , Bielecki, Jakubowski, Vidozzi and Vidozzi [10] , Bielecki, Jakubowski and Niewęgłowski [5] and [7] , Liang and Dong [20] ). So, essentially, this is a problem of modeling (non-trivial) dependence between (univariate) stochastic processes with given laws.
Modeling of dependence between stochastic processes is a very important issue arising from many different applications, among others in finance and in insurance. In [7] we focused on modeling dependence between ordinary Markov chains. Specifically, we studied the general problem of constructing a multivariate Markov chain such that its components have laws identical with the laws of given Markov chains.
In this paper we elevate the study done in [7] to the world of conditional Markov chains. This is done in response to the need for modeling dependence between dynamic systems in cases when some conditional properties of a system are important and should be accounted for. We refer to Section 6, where we discuss a relevant practical problem.
We introduce and study the concepts of strong Markovian consistency and weak Markovian consistency for conditional Markov chains. Accordingly, we introduce and study the concepts of strong Markov copulae and weak Markov copulae for conditional Markov chains, which we call strong CMC copulae and weak CMC copulae, respectively. We refer to the discussion of practical relevance of the concepts of strong/weak Markov copulae that was done in [7] (see also [20] , Goutte and Ngoupeyou [14] ). Much of what was said there applies in the context of strong/weak CMC copulae. As already said, we confine our study to the case of finite CMCs. One might object the choice of finite CMCs as the object of interest in this paper, as one might think that this choice is very restrictive. In Bielecki, Jakubowski and Niewęgłowski [6] we studied strong Markovian dependence in the context of (nice) Feller processes, whereas in [7] we studied strong and weak Markovian dependence in the context of finite Markov chains. What we have learned from [7] is that from the point of view of modeling of dependence between components of a multivariate Markov process, the finite state space set-up is actually not restrictive at all! Likewise, as it will be seen thought this paper, studying the concepts of consistency and copulae in case of finite CMCs is quite challenging and by no means restrictive.
From the mathematical perspective, the problem of modeling of dependence between CMCs, generalizes the problem of modeling of dependence between random times. The latter problem is one of the key problems studied in the context of portfolio credit risk and counterparty risk, in case when one only considers two possible states of financial obligors: the pre-default state and the default state, with the additional caveat that the default state is absorbing, and the issue in question is the issue of modeling dependence between default times of various obligors (cf. e.g. Bielecki, Cousin, Crépey and Herbertsson [3] ). The study done in this paper allows for tackling more general problems, such as the problem of modeling of dependence between evolutions of credit ratings of financial obligors in cases where conditioning reference information is relevant; in particular, it opens a door for generalizing the set-up that was used in Biagini, Groll and Widenmann [2] to deal with an interesting problem of evaluation of premia for unemployment insurance products for a pool of individuals.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall the basic set-up of the companion paper [8] , which will be used in the rest of the paper. In Sections 3 and 4 we introduce and study the concepts of strong and weak consistency for CMCs, respectively. Section 5 is devoted to presentation of strong and weak CMC copulae, and related examples. In Section 6 we propose a possible application of the theory developed in this paper. Finally, in the Appendix, we collect several technical results that are used throughout the text. is an F-intensity matrix process for X, if the process M = (M x t , x ∈ S) ⊤ defined as
is an F ∨ G -local martingale (with values in R d ).
Similarly as in [8] , we impose in the present work the following restriction:
In the rest of this paper we restrict ourselves to CMCs, which admit F-intensity. 1 The reference filtration will be kept unchanged throughout the paper, whereas the meaning of filtration G will change depending on the context.
Most of the analysis done in [8] regards (F, G)-CMCs that are also (F, G) doubly stochastic Markov chains. This is because doubly stochastic Markov chains enjoy some very useful analytical properties. We will now recall the concept of (F, G)-doubly stochastic Markov chain, (F, G)-DSMC for short, that was introduced in Jakubowski and Niewęgłowski [19] . A G-adapted càdlàg process X = (X t ) t∈[0,T ] is called an (F, G)-DSMC with state space S if for any 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T and every y ∈ S we have
We recall from [8] that with any X, which is an (F, G)-DSMC, we associate a matrix valued random field P = (P (s, t), 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T ), called the conditional transition probability matrix field (c-transition field for short), where P (s, t) = (p xy (s, t)) x,y∈S is defined by
By [8, Proposition 4.2] we know that for any 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T and for every y ∈ S we have
Moreover we recall that F-adapted matrix-valued process
2) γ 3) The Kolmogorov backward equation holds: for all v ≤ t,
4) The Kolmogorov forward equation holds: for all v ≤ t,
We refer to [8] for discussion of the notion of intensity process of an (F, G)-DSMC, as well as for a discussion of the relationship between the concept of the (F, G)-CMC and the concept of (F, G)-DSMC. In particular, it is shown in [8] that one can construct an (F, G)-CMC, which is also an (F, G)-DSMC. In addition, sufficient conditions under which an (F, G)-DSMC is an (F, G)-CMC are given in [8] .
In what follows, we will use the acronym (F, G)-CDMC for any process that is both an (F, G)-CMC and an (F, G)-DSMC .
Strong Markovian Consistency of Conditional Markov Chains
Let X = (X 1 , . . . , X N ) be a multivariate (F, F X )-CMC 2 with values in S := X N k=1 S k , where S k is a finite set, k = 1, . . . , N. We will denote by Λ the F-intensity of X. Definition 3.1. (i) Let us fix k ∈ {1, . . . , N }. We say that process X satisfies the strong Markovian consistency property with respect to (X k , F) if for every x k 1 , . . . , x k m ∈ S k and for all 0 ≤ t ≤ t 1 ≤ . . . ≤ t m ≤ T, it holds that
or, equivalently, if X k is an (F, F X )-CMC. 3 (ii) If X satisfies the strong Markovian consistency property with respect to (X k , F) for all k ∈ {1, . . . , N }, then we say that X satisfies the strong Markovian consistency property with respect to F.
There is a relation between strong Markovian consistency of X with respect to (X k , F) and the concept of Clive Granger's causality (cf. Granger [15] ): Suppose that process X satisfies the strong Markovian consistency property with respect to (X k , F). If the reference filtration F is trivial, then the collection {X i , i = k} does not Granger cause X k . By extenso, we may say that, in the case when reference filtration F is not trivial, then, "conditionally on F", the collection {X i , i = k} does not Granger cause X k .
The next definition extends the previous one by requiring that the laws of the marginal processes X k , k = 1, . . . , N, are predetermined. This definition will be a gateway to the concept of strong CMC copulae in Section 5.1.
(i) Let us fix k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } and let process X satisfy the strong Markovian consistency property with respect to (X k , F). If the conditional law of X k given F T coincides with the conditional law of Y k given F T , then we say that process X satisfies the strong Markovian consistency property with respect to (X k , F, Y k ).
(ii) If X satisfies the strong Markovian consistency property with respect to (X k , F, Y k ) for every k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, then we say that X satisfies the strong Markovian consistency property with respect to (F, Y).
2 Definitions of strong and weak Markov consistency can be naturally extended to the case of process X = (X 1 , . . . , X N ), which is a multivariate (F, G)-CMC, with F X ⊆ G. In the present paper we shall only work with X = (X 1 , . . . , X N ) being a multivariate (F, F X )-CMC. 3 In more generality, one might define strong Markovian consistency with respect to a collection
. .}} of components of X. This will not be done in this paper though.
Sufficient and Necessary Conditions for Strong Markovian Consistency
In view of the methodology developed in [8] , specifically, in view of [8, Proposition 4.17] therein, we will frequently make use in what follows of the following assumption
Let us note that in view of [8, Theorem 4.15] , under Assumption (A)(i), the intensity of X considered as an (F, F X )-DSMC coincides, in the sense of [8, Definition 2.5], with the F-intensity Λ of X considered as an (F, F X )-CMC. Consequently, we will now say that X is an (F, F X )-CDMC with intensity Λ.
Our next goal is to provide condition characterizing strong Markovian consistency of process X. Towards this end we first introduce the following condition 4
The next theorem provides sufficient and necessary conditions for strong Markovian consistency property of process X with respect to F.
Theorem 3.4. Let X satisfy Assumption (A), and let us fix k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }. Then, X is strongly Markovian consistent with respect to (X k , F) if and only if Condition (SM-k) is satisfied. Moreover, in this case, process X k admits the F-intensity
, and with λ k;x k x k given by
Proof. For simplicity of notation, but without loss of generality, we give the proof for k = 1, and for N = 2, so that S = S 1 × S 2 , X = (X 1 , X 2 ). In this case, (3.2) takes the form
Step 1:
For x 1 , y 1 ∈ S 1 , x 1 = y 1 and for x 2 ∈ S 2 we define processes H 1;x 1 y 1 , H 1;x 1 , H 2;x 2 by
and
In view of [8, Theorem 2.8] process K (x 1 ,x 2 )(y 1 ,y 2 ) is an F ∨ F X -local martingale. Since, in view of Assumption (A), X is also an (F, F X )-DSMC, then, Theorem 4.10 in [8] implies that
is an F ∨ F X -local martingale as well as an F X -local martingale.
Step 2:
Now, assume that (3.3) holds. Then, using (3.4) we obtain that
Thus, since K x 1 y 1 is a F X -local martingale, then, by [8, Theorem 4.10] , the process X 1 is (F, F X )-DSMC with intensity process Λ 1 . X is an (F, F X )-DSMC, so the filtration F is immersed in F ∨ F X (see [8, Corollary 4.7] ). Consequently, applying [8, Proposition 4.13] we conclude that X 1 is (F, F X )-CMC.
Step 3:
Conversely, assume that X 1 is an (F, F X )-CMC with F-intensity Λ 1 . So, process K x 1 y 1 given as
is a continuous F ∨ F X -local martingale of finite variation, and therefore it is equal to the null process. This implies (3.3). The proof of the theorem is complete.
The next theorem gives sufficient and necessary conditions for strong Markovian consistency property of X with respect to (F, Y). This theorem will be used to prove Proposition 3.7, which will be critically important in the study of strong CMC copulae in Section 5.1. 
Let process X satisfy Assumption (A). Then, X satisfies the strong Markovian consistency property with respect to (F, Y) if and only if for all k = 1, 2, . . . , N , the following hold:
(ii) The law of X k 0 given F T coincides with the law of Y k 0 given F T .
Proof. First we prove sufficiency. In view of (i) we conclude from Theorem 3.4 that process X is strongly Markovian consistent with respect to (X k , F), and that X k admits the Fintensity Ψ k , for each k = 1, 2, . . . , N . This, combined with (ii) implies, in view of Lemma 6.1, that X satisfies the strong Markovian consistency property with respect to (F, Y). Now we prove necessity. Since X satisfies the strong Markovian consistency property with respect to (F, Y), then, clearly, the law of X k 0 given F T coincides with the law of Y k 0 given F T for all k = 1, 2, . . . , N . In addition, in view of Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 6.1, we conclude that (3.2) is satisfied with Λ k = Ψ k , for all k = 1, 2, . . . , N .
Algebraic Conditions for Strong Markov Consistency
The necessary and sufficient condition for strong Markov consistency stated in Theorem 3.4 may not be easily verified. Here, we provide an algebraic sufficient condition for strong Markov consistency, which typically is easily verified. Towards this end let us fix k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, and let us consider the following condition 5 Condition (ASM-k): The F-intensity process Λ satisfies, for every t ∈ [0, T ], and for all
We note that Condition (ASM-k) generalizes the analogous condition introduced in Bielecki, Jakubowski, Vidozzi and Vidozzi [10] for Markov chains, and called there Condition (M). The importance of Condition (ASM-k) stems from the next result. Proposition 3.6. Let process X satisfy Assumption (A), and let us fix k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }. Then, Condition (ASM-k) is sufficient for strong Markovian consistency of X relative to (X k , F) and for
Proof. Condition (ASM-k) implies that for any x k , y k ∈ S k , x k = y k , the following sum
does not depend on x 1 , . . . , x k−1 , x k+1 , . . . , x N . Thus, condition (3.2) holds with λ k;x k y k given by (3.5). Consequently, the result follows by application of Theorem 3.4.
Proposition 3.7 below will play the key role in Section 5.1.
Let process X satisfy Assumption (A). Assume that (i) F-intensity Λ satisfies the following condition:
(ii) The law of X k 0 given F T coincides with the law of Y k 0 given F T for all k = 1, 2, . . . , N . Then, X satisfies the strong Markovian consistency property with respect to (F, Y).
Proof. We observe that (i) implies that Condition (ASM-k) holds for every k = 1, 2, . . . , N . Thus, by Proposition 3.6 it follows that (3.2) holds with Λ k = Ψ k . From (ii) and Theorem 3.5, we conclude that X is strongly Markovian consistent with respect to (F, Y).
Condition (ASM-k) is not necessary for strong Markovian consistency
Example 3.8 below shows that, in general, Condition (ASM-k) is not necessary for strong Markovian consistency of X relative to (X k , F). Thus, condition (3.2) is essentially weaker than Condition (ASM-k). In fact, Condition (ASM-k) is so powerful that it implies strong Markovian consistency of X relative to (X k , F) regardless of the initial distribution of process X. However, whether or not Condition (SM-k) holds depends also on the initial distribution of X. 6 Example 3.8. Consider a bivariate process X = (X 1 , X 2 ) taking values in a finite state space S = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)}, and such that it is an (F, F X )-CDMC. Assume that X admits the F-intensity Λ of the form 7
Let us suppose that F T -conditional distribution of X 0 is given as
where m 0 , m 1 are F 0 measurable random variables. Now let us investigate Condition (SM-1) relative to this X. One can verify that ctransition field of X (see [8, Definition 4.4] for the concept of c-transition field) has the following structure
Thus, in view of [8, Proposition 4.6], we conclude that for any t ∈ [0, T ] 10) and that
6 This observation suggests that the relation between Condition (ASM-k) and Condition (SM-k) is analogous to the relationship between strong lumpability property and weak lumpability property (cf. Ball and Yeo [1] , Burke and Rosenblatt [13] Consequently, as we will show now Condition (SM-1) (i.e. (3.2) for k = 1) is satisfied here. In fact, taking x 1 = 0, y 1 = 1 and invoking (3.9), we obtain that Thus, Condition (SM-1) holds here for
Similarly, one can show that Condition (SM-2) is fulfilled for
Thus, X is strongly Markovian consistent with respect to F. However, Condition (ASM-1) is not satisfied here (regardless of the initial distribution of X). This is because for every t ∈ [0, T ] we have that
Remark 3.9. It is worth noting that strong Markovian consistency depends on the initial distribution of X. Consequently, we may have two (F, G)-CMCs with the same F-intensity, such that one of them is strongly Markovian consistent and the other one is not. To see this, note that (3.2) would not be satisfied for (F, G)-CMC process Y taking values in a finite state space S = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)}, endowed with the same F-intensity as in Example 3.8, and with the conditional initial distribution such that either
Indeed, for process Y equality (3.11) is not satisfied, and thus Condition (SM-1) does not hold. Consequently, process Y is not strongly Markovian consistent with respect to F.
In the next example we will show that an (F, G)-CMC X may have intensity for which Condition (ASM-k) does not hold, and it may admit another version of intensity, in the sense of [8, Definition 2.5.], for which Condition (ASM-k) is fulfilled.
Example 3.10. Let us take X as in Example 3.8. In that example we proved that Conditions (ASM-1) and (ASM-2) are not satisfied by the F-intensity Λ given by (3.8). However there exists another version of F-intensity of X, say Γ, for which Conditions (ASM-1) and (ASM-2) are satisfied. Indeed, let us consider process Γ defined by
By [8, Proposition 2.6 (ii)] the process Γ is an F-intensity of X, because in view of (3.11) and (3.12) it holds that
Finally, we see that Conditions (ASM-1) and (ASM-2) are satisfied for Γ, since
Weak Markovian Consistency of Conditional Markov Chains
As in Section 3 let us consider
. . , N ), and admitting an F-intensity Λ.
We will study here the concept of weak Markovian consistency. In many respects, this concept is more important in practical applications than the concept of strong Markovian consistency. As it will be seen below, the definitions and results regarding the weak Markovian consistency to some extent parallel those regarding the strong Markovian consistency. But, as always, "the devil is in the details", so the reader is kindly asked to be patient with presentation that follows. Definition 4.1. (i) Let us fix k ∈ {1, . . . , N }. We say that the process X satisfies the weak Markovian consistency property relative to (X k , F) if for every x k 1 , . . . , x k m ∈ S k and for all
(ii) If X satisfies the weak Markovian consistency property with respect to (X k , F) for all k ∈ {1, . . . , N }, then we say that X satisfies the weak Markovian consistency property with respect to F.
. . , N } and let the process X satisfy the weak Markovian consistency property with respect to (X k , F). If the conditional law of X k given F T coincides with the conditional law of Y k given F T , then we say that X satisfies the weak Markovian consistency property with respect to (X k , F, Y k ).
(ii) If X satisfies the weak Markovian consistency property with respect to (X k , F, Y k ) for every k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, then we say that X satisfies the weak Markovian consistency property with respect to (F, Y).
Sufficient and necessary conditions for weak Markovian consistency I
We postulate in this subsection that the process X satisfies Assumption (A) (see Section 3.1).
We aim here at providing a condition characterizing weak Markovian consistency of the process X. We start from introducing 8
2) The following theorem characterizes weak Markovian consistency in the present set-up. Theorem 4.3. The process X with an F-intensity Λ is weakly Markovian consistent relative to (X k , F) if and only if Condition (WM-k) is satisfied. Moreover, X k admits an F-intensity process
3)
Proof. For simplicity of notation we give proof for k = 1 and N = 2. In this case, (4.2) takes the following form (recall our notation:
(4.4)
In Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 3.4 we have shown that the process K x 1 y 1 given in (3.4) is an F ∨ F X -local martingale. Thus, in view of Theorem 5.25 in He, Wang and Yan [16] , process K x 1 y 1 given as
is an F ∨ F X 1 -local martingale. 9 Step 2:
Now, suppose that (4.4) holds, then we have that
Thus according to [8, Remark 2.9] we can apply [8, Theorem 2.8] to process X 1 in order to conclude that
is an F ∨ F X 1 -local martingale. Next, using [8, Theorem 2.11], we will show that X 1 is an (F, F X 1 )-CMC. Towards this end, we first observe that Assumption (A) implies, by [8, Corollary 4.7] , that F is immersed in F ∨ F X , and thus F is immersed F ∨ F X 1 . Moreover, as we will show now, all real valued F-local martingales are orthogonal to processes M x , x ∈ S, that are components of process M defined in (2.5). Indeed, let us take an arbitrary real valued F-local martingale N . Then, by definition of M and the fact that M is a pure-jump local martingale, we have, for any
Now, since the jump times of N are F-stopping times, then by Proposition 6.1 in [19] we conclude that N and X do not have common jump times, or, equivalently, N and M , do not have common jump times. Therefore,
From the above we will deduce that all real valued F-local martingales are orthogonal to processes M 1;x 1 , x 1 ∈ S 1 , that are components of process M 1 defined above. In fact taking N as above we see that orthogonality of N and M 1;x 1 follows from the following reasoning
where the penultimate inequality follows from (4.6). Consequently, we see that assumptions of [8, Theorem 2.11] are fulfilled (taking there X = X 1 and G = F X 1 ), and thus we may conclude that X 1 is (F, F X 1 )-CMC with F-intensity
is an F ∨ F X 1 -local martingale. Recalling that process K x 1 y 1 given in (4.5) is an F ∨ F X 1 -local martingale, we see that the difference K x 1 y 1 − K x 1 y 1 , which is given by
is a continuous F ∨ F X 1 -local martingale of finite variation, and therefore is equal to 0. This implies (4.4).
The proof of the theorem is complete.
The next theorem gives sufficient and necessary conditions for weak Markovian consistency property of X with respect to (F, Y). We omit the proof of this theorem, as its proof can be derived from the proof of (ii) The law of X k 0 given F T coincides with the law of Y k 0 given F T .
Sufficient and necessary condition for weak Markovian consistency II
Conditions (WM-k) are mathematically interesting, but they are difficult to verify since they entail computations of projections on the filtration F ∨ F X k . Here we will formulate an "algebraic like" necessary condition for weak Markovian consistency, which easier to verify. We start with imposing the following simplifying assumption on process X:
Clearly, this assumption imposes constraints on the initial distribution of the chain, as well as constraints on the structure of the intensity process of X. However, it allows to simplify and to streamline the discussion below. The general case can be dealt with in a similar way, with special attention paid to sets of ω-s for which P X k t = x k |F t (ω) = 0. Before we proceed we observe that Assumption (B) implies that
We will also need a simple technical result regarding events B(t, k, x k ) and C(t, k, x k ) defined, for every t ∈ [0, T ], x k ∈ S k and k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } as
We claim that (we write B and C in place of B(t, k, x) and C(t, k, x) to shorten the formulae)
Indeed,
We are now ready to state the main result in this section. We recall that Λ is an F-intensity of X.
Proposition 4.5. Assume that X satisfies Assumptions (A) and (B). Fix k ∈ {1, . . . , N }. Suppose that X is weakly Markovian consistent relative to (X k , F). Then, the F-intensity
Proof. Since weak Markovian consistency relative to (X k , F) holds, then Λ k satisfies (4.2). Taking conditional expectations with respect to F t ∨ σ(X k t ) of (4.2) yields
Now, let us take an arbitrary ω ∈ B(t, k, x k ) ∩ C(t, k, x k ). By Assumption (B), using Jakubowski and Niewęgłowski [18, Lemma 3], we have
, which shows that condition (4.7) is necessary for the weak Markovian consistency of X relative to (X k , F).
The next proposition can be used in construction of weak CMC copulae. 
Assume that X satisfies Assumptions (A) and (B), and let Λ be a version of its F-intensity. In addition, suppose that X is weakly Markovian consistent relative to (F, Y). Then,
Proof.
Since X is weakly Markovian consistent relative to (F, Y), then, X is weakly Markovian consistent relative to (X k , F) for each k. Thus, in view of (4.7) and Lemma 6.1 we conclude that (4.8) holds. This proves (i). The conclusion (ii) is clear by the weak Markovian consistency of X relative to (F, Y).
Remark 4.7. Even though the above proposition gives a necessary, rather than a sufficient, condition for the weak Markovian consistency of X relative to (F, Y), it will be skillfully used in construction of weak CMC copulae, in Section 5.3. In the present time we do not have a workable sufficient condition for the weak Markovian consistency of X relative to (F, Y) to hold. Thus, for the time being, our strategy for constructing CMC copulae will be to use the necessary condition (4.8) to construct process X which is a candidate for a CMC copula, and then to verify that this process indeed furnishes a weak CMC copula. We refer to Section 5.3 for details.
When does weak Markov consistency imply strong Markov consistency are equivalent?
It is clear that the strong Markovian consistency for X implies the weak Markovian consistency for X. As it will be seen in Section 5.3.1, process X may be weakly Markovian consistent relative to (X k , F), but may fail to satisfy the strong Markovian consistency condition relative to (X k , F). The following result provides sufficient conditions under which the weak Markovian consistency of X relative to (X k , F) implies the strong Markovian consistency relative to (X k , F) for process X.
Theorem 4.8. Assume that X satisfies the weak Markovian consistency condition relative to (X k , F). If F ∨ F X k is P-immersed in F ∨ F X , then X satisfies the strong Markovian consistency condition relative to (X k , F).
Proof. Suppose that F ∨ F X k is immersed in F ∨ F X , and let X k be an (F,
where in the second equality we have used immersion of F ∨ F X k in F ∨ F X (cf. Lemma 6.1.1 in Bielecki and Rutkowski [11] ). Thus X k is an (F, F X )-CMC.
Remark 4.9. We note that the above theorem states only a sufficient condition for the weak Markovian consistency of X to imply the strong Markovian consistency of X (relative to (X k , F)). As it is shown in [7, Theorem 1.17], in case of trivial filtration F, the condition that F X k is immersed in F X is both sufficient and necessary for weak Markovian consistency of X to imply the strong Markovian consistency of X (relative to X k ).
CMC copulae
As mentioned in the Introduction, the objective of the theory and practice of Markov copulae for classical Markov chains was to construct a non-trivial family of multivariate Markov chains such that components of each chain in the family are Markov chains (in some relevant filtrations) with given laws. Here, our goal is to extend the theory of Markov copulae from the universe of classical (finite) Markov chains to the universe of (finite) conditional Markov chains. Accordingly, we now use the term CMC copulae. As it turns out such extension is not a trivial one. But, it is quite important both from the mathematical point of view and from the practical point of view. We will first discuss the so called strong CMC copulae, and then we will study the concept of the weak CMC copulae. In practice, an important role is played by the so called weak only CMC copulae, that is weak CMC copulae that are not strong CMC copulae (see discussion in [7, Remark 2.3] ). An example of such CMC copula will be given in Section 5.3.1.
We recall that in this paper the state space S of process X = (X 1 , . . . , X N ) is given as the Cartesian product S 1 × S 2 × . . . × S N .
5.1
Strong CMC copulae The methodology developed in [8] allows us to construct strong CMC copulae between processes Y 1 , . . . , Y N , that are defined on some underlying probability space (Ω, A, Q) endowed with a reference filtration F, and are such that each
The additional feature of our construction is that, typically, the constructed CMC copulae X are also (F, F X )-DSMC.
In view of [8, Theorem 3.4], Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 6.1 a natural starting point for constructing a strong copula between Y 1 , . . . , Y N is to determine a system of stochastic processes [λ xy ] x,y∈S and an S-valued random variable ξ, such that they satisfy the following conditions:
(CMC-2) The matrix process Λ t = [λ 
(CMC-3)
Q(ξ = y|F T ) = Q(ξ = y|F 0 ), ∀y ∈ S.
(CMC-4)
We will call such a pair (Λ, ξ) strong CMC pre-copula between processes Y 1 , . . . , Y N . Given a strong CMC pre-copula between processes Y 1 , . . . , Y N , then using [8, Theorem 3.4] we can construct a new probability measure, say P, and the corresponding (F, F X )-CMC under P, say X, which, in view of Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 6.1 satisfies the strong Markovian consistency property with respect to (F, Y), and thus, it is a strong CMC copula between processes Y 1 , . . . , Y N .
Remark 5.2. (i) Note that in the definition of strong CMC copula it is required that
. . , N , but, the F T -conditional distribution of the multivariate random variable X 0 = (X 1 0 , . . . , X N 0 ) can be arbitrary. Thus, in principle, a strong CMC copula between processes Y 1 , . . . , Y N can be constructed with help of a strong CMC pre-copula between processes Y 1 , . . . , Y N , as well as a copula between the F T -conditional distributions of X k 0 s, for k ∈ 1, . . . , N . For instance, in Example 5.2.1 below, we take the components X 1 , . . . , X N are conditionally independent given F T .
(ii) In general, there exist numerous systems of stochastic processes that satisfy conditions (CMC-1) and (CMC-2), so that there exist numerous strong pre-copulae between conditional Markov chains Y 1 , . . . , Y N , and, consequently, there exists numerous strong CMC copulae between conditional Markov chains Y 1 , . . . , Y N . This is an important feature in financial applications, as it allows to calibrate a CMC model to both marginal data and to the basket data.
Below we provide examples of strong CMC copulae. The first example, dealing with conditionally independent univariate CMCs, does not really address the issue of modeling dependence between components of a multivariate CMC. Nevertheless, on one hand, this example may have non-trivial practical applications in insurance, and, on the other hand, it is a non-trivial example from the mathematical point of view. Moreover, it provides a kind of reality check for the theory of strong CMC copulae: it would be not good for the theory if a multivariate conditional Markov chain X = (X 1 , . . . , X N ) with conditionally independent components were not a strong CMC copula.
Examples

Conditionally independent strong CMC copula
This example generalizes the independent Markov copula example presented in Section 2.1 in [7] .
Assume that for each k the process Ψ k satisfies canonical conditions relative to the pair (S k , F) . Additionally assume that
Consider a matrix valued random process Λ given as the following Kronecker sum
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product (see e.g. Horn and Johnson [17] ), and where I k denotes the identity matrix of dimensions |S k | × |S k |. Moreover, let us take an S-valued random variable ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ N ), which has F T -conditionally independent coordinates, that is
Additionally assume that F T -conditional distributions of coordinates of ξ and Y 0 coincide, meaning that
As it is shown in Appendix C, Proposition 6. ) . Therefore, the process X furnishes a strong CMC copula between processes Y 1 , . . . , Y N . Finally, Proposition 6.5 of Appendix C demonstrates that components of X are conditionally independent given F T . It is quite clear from (5.2) that components X i of X do not jump simultaneously; this, indeed, is the inherent feature of the conditional independent CMC copula. In the next example we will present a strong CMC copula such that its components have common jumps. 
Common jump strong CMC copula
where c is an F-progressively measurable stochastic processes, which has countably many jumps and such that
Moreover, let ξ be an S-valued random variable satisfying
It can be easily checked that (Λ, ξ) satisfies conditions (CMC-1)-(CMC-4), so that it is a strong CMC pre-copula between conditional Markov chains Y 1 , Y 2 . Now, in view of [8, Theorem 3.4] and [8, Proposition 4.17] , one can construct a stochastic process X = (X 1 , X 2 ), which is a two-variate (F, F X )-CDMC with an F-intensity Λ and such that X 0 = ξ. Moreover, by Proposition 3.7, the process X is strongly Markovian consistent with respect to (F, Y) and hence X is a strong CMC copula between Y 1 and Y 2 . Note also that, in view of interpretation of intensity, the coordinates of the process X have common jumps, provided that c > 0.
Remark 5.3. We have chosen this very simple example just to illustrate an idea of construction of strong copulae for CMC. One can, in similar spirit as in [3] , generalize it to arbitrary dimension N preserving that each marginal process is two-states absorbing CMC. Then the F-intensity matrix has a similar structure as in the above example, i.e. its entries are marginal intensities minus intensities of "common jumps" to absorbing states. Generalization to a higher number of non-absorbing states is tricky and requires clever parametrization, since number of free parameters in strong CMC copula becomes enormously large (see e.g.
[12]).
Perfect dependence strong CMC copula
Let Y 1 , . . . , Y N be processes such that each Y k is an (F, F Y k )-CMC, and such that they have the same F T conditional laws. Consider process X = (X 1 , . . . , X N ), where X = (X 1 , . . . , X N ) , such that X is an (F, F X )-CMC, and such that it satisfies the weak Markovian consistency property with respect to (F, Y).
Similarly as in the case of the strong CMC copulae, the methodology developed in [8] allows us to construct weak CMC copulae between processes Y 1 , . . . , Y N , that are defined on some underlying probability space (Ω, A, Q) endowed with a reference filtration F, and are such that each
In view of [8, Theorem 3.4] , Proposition 4.6, Lemma 6.1, as well as of Remark 4.7, a natural starting point for constructing a weak CMC copula between Y 1 , . . . , Y N is to determine any system of stochastic processes (λ xy ) x,y∈S and any S-valued random variable ξ, such that they satisfy the following conditions:
(WCMC-1) The matrix process Λ t = [λ xy t ] x,y∈S satisfies canonical conditions relative to the pair (S, F).
(WCMC-3)
(WCMC-4)
, where process X = (X 1 , . . . , X N ) is a (F, G)-CMC with intensity Λ and initial distribution given by ξ.
We will call any such triple (Λ, ξ, X) weak CMC pre-copula between processes Y 1 , . . . , Y N . It will remain to skillfully verify that process X satisfies the weak Markovian consistency property with respect to (F, Y), and thus, that it is a weak CMC copula between processes Y 1 , . . . , Y N .
Before we proceed to the next subsection, we observe that remark analogous to Remark 5.2 applies in the case of the weak CMC copulae.
Finally, it needs to be said that in several applications an important role is played by the so called weak only CMC copulae, that is, the weak CMC copulae that are not strong CMC copulae. The next section provides an example of a weak only CMC copula.
Example of a weak CMC copula that is not strong CMC copula
In Section 5.2 we gave three examples of strong CMC copulae. Consequently, they are also examples of weak CMC copulae. Here, we will give an example of a weak only CMC copula. In particular, this property implies that in the present example the immersion property formulated in Theorem 4.8 is not satisfied.
Let us consider processes Y 1 and Y 2 , such that each Y i is an (F, F Y i )-CDMC taking values in the state space S i = {0, 1}. We assume that F-intensities of Y 1 and Y 2 are, respectively,
for a, b, c being positive F-adapted stochastic processes. Moreover, suppose that
which implies P(Y i 0 = 0|F T ) = 1. Our goal is to find a weak CMC copula between Y 1 and Y 2 . Towards this end we will look for an (F, F X )-CMC process X satisfying condition (5.5) adapted to the present setup. In particular, the state space of process X needs to be equal to S = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)}.
However, since condition (5.5) is a necessary condition for weak Markovian consistency with respect to (F, Y), but not a sufficient one in general, then a process satisfying (5.5) may not be weakly Markovian consistent with respect to (F, Y). Nevertheless, we will construct an (F, F X )-CMC process X that satisfies condition (5.5) and is weakly Markovian consistent with respect to (F, Y), so that it is a weak CMC copula between Y 1 and Y 2 .
Let us consider stochastic process X with state space S, which is an (F, F X )-CDMC with an F-intensity matrix Λ given by 6) and with the initial distribution
The components X 1 and X 2 are processes with state space S = {0, 1}, and such that the state 1 is an absorbing state for both X 1 and X 2 . Thus, by similar arguments as in [9,
Consequently, X is a weakly Markovian consistent process relative to (X 1 , F) ((X 2 , F) resp.).
We will now compute, using (4.7), an F-intensity of X 1 and an F-intensity of X 2 . To this end we first solve the conditional Kolmogorov forward equation for P (s, t) = [p xy (s, t)] x,y∈S , i.e.
This is done in order to compute the following conditional probabilities (see [8, Theorem 4.10] )
which will be used in computation of conditional probabilities, of the form
.
One can easily verify, by solving appropriate ODEs, that the unique solution of (5.7) is given by 
Since X is started at (0, 0), then by [8, Proposition 4.6] we have that
(au+bu+cu)du = δ(0, t).
In an analogous way we conclude that
,
Here (4.7) takes the form
Analogously, the F-intensity of X 2 is given by
Consequently X is a weak CMC copula for Y 1 and Y 2 . Now we will demonstrate that X is in fact weak only CMC copula for Y 1 and Y 2 . Remark 5.5. Note that Λ(t) admits the following representation
where
gives the conditionally independent copula between Y 1 and Y 2 (cf. Section 5.2.1), and the remaining terms Representations of the form (5.8) are important for construction of CMC copulae and will be studied in detail in Bielecki, Jakubowski and Niewęgłowski [4] . 6 Applications to the premium evaluation for unemployment insurance products
In the recent paper by Biagini, Groll and Widenmann [2] a very interesting problem of evaluation of premia for unemployment insurance products, for a pool of individuals, was considered. We would like to suggest here a possible generalization of the model studied in [2] ; this generalization, we believe, may provide a more adequate way to deal with computation of the premia.
Model of Biagini, Groll and Widenmann
Biagini et al. [2] used the DSMC framework to model the dynamics of employment status of an individual. The dynamics are modeled in [2] under the probability measure, say P, called a real-world measure. Then, using these dynamics they aim at computing for t ∈ [0, T ] the insurance premium, which is denoted as P t .
In [2] , the evolution of the employment status of an individual k is given in terms of a Markov chain, say X k , which takes values in the state space S k = {1, 2}, where the state "1" indicates that the individual is employed, and the "2" indicates that the individual is unemployed. It is assumed that process X k is an (F Z , F X k )-DSMC, where F Z is a reference filtration generated by some factor process Z.
As stated earlier, the quantity to be computed for the individual k is the value of the premium of insurance against unemployment. Roughly speaking, the premium P k t at time t is given as P
, where Φ k is some random functional of process X k , and where
In particular, the premium at time t = 0 needs to be computed, that is
Note, that we have written P k 0 as a conditional expectation, given G k 0 , rather than the unconditional expectation, as it is done in formula (2) in [2] .
Proposed CMC copula approach
We think that, for the purpose of evaluation of premia for unemployment insurance products for a pool of individuals, labeled as k = 1, 2, . . . , N, it is important to account for possible dependence between processes X k , k = 1, 2, . . . , N.
Thus, we think that it may be advantageous to enrich the model studied in [2] by considering a process Y = (Y 1 , . . . , Y N ), which is a CMC copula between processes X k , k = 1, 2, . . . , N.
Thanks to copula property, the characteristics of dependence between processes X k , k = 1, 2, . . . , N can be estimated separately from estimation of the distributional characteristics of each process X k . The latter task can be efficiently executed using the methodology outlined in [2] .
The premium P k t at time t is given in the CMC copula model as
This, of course, accounts for the employment status of the entire pool, a feature, which we think is critically important.
Appendix A Lemma 6.1. Let Z be an (F, F Z )-CDMC and let U be an (F, F U )-CDMC, with values in some (finite) state space S, and with intensities Γ Z and Γ U , respectively. Then, the conditional law of Z given F T coincides with the conditional law of U given F T if and only if
1)
Proof. First we prove sufficiency. So, suppose that (6.1) and (6.2) hold. Recall that the ctransition fields P Z (P U respectively) satisfy Kolmogorov equations (2.11) and (2.12). Since (6.1) holds we have, by uniqueness of solutions of Kolmogorov equations, that P Z = P U . This and (6.2), by [8, Proposition 4.5] (see eq. (4.8)) imply that conditional law of Z and U given F T coincide. Now we prove necessity. Suppose that conditional laws of Z and U given F T coincide, we want to show that (6.1) and (6.2) hold. First, note that the equality of conditional laws of Z and U given F T implies (6.2). To show that (6.1) holds it suffices to show that their c-transition fields are equal. Indeed, this equality implies that for any [19, Proposition 3.11] ). This in turn implies (6.1). This ends the proof.
Proof. In what follows, we will use a convention that for A ⊂ S, where S is a finite set, the characteristic function
will be interpreted as a vector in R | S| , written as 1 S A ; for simplicity, we will also denote
Now, referring to (CMC-1), we observe that
Next, we see that
and, for m < k,
Sp . Consequently, for anyx = (x 1 , . . . ,x N ) ∈ S such thatx k = x k and y k ∈ S k , we have that
This proves that Λ satisfies (CMC-1). The fact that Λ satisfies (CMC-2) follows from the assumption that Ψ k t = [ψ k;xy t ] x,y∈S , satisfy canonical conditions relative to the pair (S k , F) for every k = 1, . . . , N , and from the following representation of the entries of Λ t : ...,x N )(y 1 ,...,y N ] x,y∈S k , k = 1, . . . , N , which satisfy canonical conditions relative to the pair (S k , F), and are such that
Let us fix s ∈ [0, T ], and let P (N ) (s, ·) be the solution of
4)
with Λ (N ) = Λ, where Λ is given in (5.2). Then, we have that
where, for k = 1, . . . , N ,
Proof. We will verify that P (N ) defined by (6.5) satisfies (6.4), this by uniqueness of solutions of (6.4) will imply desired result. We will proceed by induction on N . First, we take N = 2 and we prove that P (2) (s, ·) given as
satisfies (6.4) which takes the form
By the mixed-product rule (cf. [17, Lemma 4.2.10]) we can write P (2) (s, t) as
Thus, to show (6.6) we need to prove that
This demonstrates that P (2) (s, ·) satisfies (6.6). Consequently, in view of the uniqueness of the solution of (6.6), the result of the lemma is proved in case N = 2. Now, let us assume that the result of the lemma holds for some N ≥ 2. We want to show that
Towards this end we note that P (N +1) (s, t) = P (N ) (s, t) ⊗ P N +1 (s, t) = (P (N ) (s, t)I (N ) ) ⊗ (I N +1 P N +1 (s, t)) = (P (N ) (s, t) ⊗ I N +1 )(I (N ) ⊗ P N +1 (s, t)),
where the third equality follows from the mixed product rule, and where Thus, since matrices (P (N ) (s, t) ⊗ I N +1 ) and (I (N ) ⊗ Ψ N +1 ) commute, integration by parts yields dP (N +1) (s, t) = P (N +1) (s, t)(Λ Since we have that where P k = [p k;xy ] x,y∈S k is a stochastic matrix valued random field on S k , for k = 1, . . . N . Moreover assume that for all x = (x 1 , . . . , x N ) ∈ S it holds
Then, the components X 1 , . . . , X N of X are conditionally independent given F T .
Proof. It suffices to prove that for any t 1 , . . . , t n ∈ [0, T ], and for any sets A m k ⊂ S m , m = 1, . . . N , k = 1, . . . , n it holds that For simplicity, we will give the proof of (6.10) for N = 2. The proof in the general case proceeds along the same lines and will be omitted. We prove (6.10) in steps.
Step 1: Let us first note that (6.8) and definition of the Kronecker product imply that for any (x 1 , x 2 ), (y 1 , y 2 ) ∈ S 1 × S 2 we have that p (x 1 ,x 2 )(y 1 ,y 2 ) (s, t) = p 1;x 1 y 1 (s, t)p 2;x 2 y 2 (s, t).
(6.11)
In addition, as we will show now, if P 1 (s, t) and P 2 (s, t) satisfy F T -conditional ChapmannKolmogorov equation (cf. [19, Theorem 3.6] ), then (P (s, t)) 0≤s≤t≤T defined by (6.8) satisfies F T -conditional Chapmann-Kolmogorov equation as well. Indeed, applying the mixedproduct rule to the right hand side of (6.8) we obtain P (s, t)P (t, u) = (P 1 (s, t) ⊗ P 2 (s, t))(P 1 (t, u) ⊗ P 2 (t, u)) = (P 1 (s, t)P 1 (t, u)) ⊗ (P 2 (s, t)P 2 (t, u)) = P 1 (s, u) ⊗ P 2 (s, u) = P (s, u).
Step 2: We will show that X 1 and X 2 are (F, G)-DSMC with c-transition fields P 1 and P 2 . Towards this end, we first observe that P(X , t) , where the second equality follows from (6.11). Now, summing this equality over x 2 ∈ S 2 yields P(X 1 t = y 1 |F T ∨ G s )1 {X 1 s =x 1 } = 1 {X 1 s =x 1 } p 1;x 1 y 1 (s, t), which means that X 1 is an (F, G)-DSMC with c-transition field P 1 . Analogously we can prove that X 2 is an (F, G)-DSMC with c-transition field P 2 .
Step 3: Now, we will prove that (6.10) holds.
Towards this end we will first restate (6.10) in the following equivalent form: for every y 1 1 , . . . , y 1 n ∈ S 1 and y 2 1 , . . . , y 2 n ∈ S 2 it holds
(6.12) By the tower property of conditional expectations, by definition of (F, G)-DSMC, by [8, Proposition 4.6] , and by (6.9) we can rewrite the left hand side of (6.12) as follows P (X Summing the above equality over all y 2 1 . . . , y 2 n ∈ S 2 yields P(X In analogous way we obtain that P(X This ends the proof of (6.12).
Proposition 6.5. Let Λ be given by (5.2). Suppose that (6.9) is satisfied. Then, the components X 1 , . . . , X N of X are conditionally independent given F T .
Proof. The assertion follows immediately from Lemma 6.3 and Proposition 6.4 .
Corollary 6.6. Let X = (X 1 , . . . , X N ) be an (F, F X )-DSMC. Suppose that (6.8) and (6.9) hold. If additionally 13) then the components of X are conditionally independent (F, F X )-CMCs.
Proof. The assumption (6.13) and (6.9) imply by [8, Corollary 4.7] that F is P-immersed in F ∨ F X . Thus using [8, Proposition 4.13] we conclude that X is (F, F X )-CMC. The conditional independence of components of X follows from Proposition 6.4.
